
 

 
- The float of Lilies - 

 
Designer :  Lara DUONG  2ndC                                        Model :  Maylis GOURDIER 

   For 2017, The competition Couture chose the theme "CreARTivity". Being passionate about floral 

art, I wanted to settle upon a work that evoked flowers without being simplistic, so I came across 

Claude Monet's series of paintings, Water Lilies, which contains more than 200 paintings and took 

more than 30 Years of his life to complete. I finally opt for Claude Monet because he is a great 

source of inspiration: he devoted all his time and energy to art. To show my respect and admiration, 

I selected one of these paintings as a model and ensured that my dress is up to its work whilst 

incorporate my personal touch. 

  Therefore I tried to add all the elements of the painting, so that every detail has a meaning. 

    Inspired by the colors of the painting, I decided to overlap the deep blue and the bright light blue, 

and then proceeded to cut transparent and shiny plastic into stripes to make it look fluid and 

streaming just like water. On top on that, I placed confettis and glitters to give a light effect which is a 

reference to Monet, an impressionist. Most importantly, I placed water lilies all around my dress as if 

they were floating on the water. In addition to that, I used the vines from the painting as accessories 

to add a final touch. 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Water Lilies  (or Nymphéas in French ) is a serie s of 

approximately 250 oil paintings by French 

Impressionist Claude Monet (1840–1926). The 

paintings depict Monet's flower garden at his home  in 

Giverny, and were the main focus of Monet's artistic 

production during the last thirty years of his life. 

Many of the works were painted while Monet 

suffered from cataracts. 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fondation_Monet_in_Giverny
Materials :

- crepe paper
-Transparent plastic
-yellow paper 
-blue, pink & green strings
- glitters & confettis
-cables
- white cards
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